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new computer I will buy one. If I want a new program
on my computer I’ll ask for it. I know that things are
moving faster, but why can’t we be presented with
programs that have been tested and work rather than
something that is reeking havoc and forcing people to
spend money for Microsofts mistakes. I will now get
down off of my soapbox. Thanks for listening. Lol

This picture “Happy June” is from Karen Singer who
has High Voltage Nature.
Up until about two weeks ago I would have said that
Microsoft was a reputable company, even though it
kept wanting to download Windows 10 again and
again. I kept refusing because I have heard nothing
good about Windows 10. Then one afternoon while I
was working on the news letter Windows 10 began to
download and I could not stop it. When it finally
finished downloading and asked if I would accept it, I
said “NO”. It took off Windows 10 and “restored” my
computer. Then I began to have little glitches and then
my spell check quit working. I did the things I knew to
do and I am no computer wizard and finnally I called
Microsoft. Of course, I had to have a new version of
Office to the tune of $120.00 and it still isn’t working.
I am offended that my computer was taken over by
Microsoft and Windows 10 was forced on me against
my wishes. Dorian’s sister allowed Windows 10 to
download on her laptop and her computer crashed.
She had to by a new computer. My daughter and her
husband downloaded Windows 10 and none of their
software would work. Donnie is a computer wizard.
I remember what a nightmare Vista was and how we
were supposed to just grin and deal with it. If I want a

Dorian’s sister spent a week with us the last part of
May. Our friend Linda Thomas came and did crystal
layouts for all of us. What an amazing experience. Just
above Linda’s left shoulder is one of our latest
acquisitions from Linda Lube.
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all levels are bringing a whole new lease on life as we
evolve into New Humans.
Click here for 2016 Personal Growth Package Details

Rainbow Center News
Fall Intensive

Here is St. Germain channeling with Linda Lube’s
“Seek Joy in all Things” picture behind him. What a
great thought and such a bright spot in our living
room.

Beginning in January 2016 St. Germain will be
teaching about the understanding and application of
Spiritual Alchemy. Each Teaching will move us futher
into a deeper recognition of who we truly are and how
to apply spiritual values to our “every day” lives.
LIVE THE MAGIK!!
New people are beginning to sign up for the 2016
Personal Growth. Don’t miss giving this special gift to
yourself. As the energy on the planet is accelerating
things are becoming more challenging. The logical
approach to life is failing. Nothing is as it appears to
be. Yet just beyond the tips of your fingers there is a
whole new world just waiting for you to open the inner
eyes and move aside the veil of Illusion. St. Germain is
waiting to be of assistance, to clarify the confusion and
help you to connectect with your own inner truth; a
truth that is not opinion or based on conflict, but a
deep, solid sense of who you are within. This
recognition of self is what changes the world It is the
magik and wonder of what you have been looking for.
St. Germain is continuing the “Personal Growth”
package in 2016. This has proven to be one of the
most popular offerings that St. Germain has given.
People are excited about the changes in their lives and
express joyful anticipation for the future. Changes on

Our Fall Intensive is “Embracing the Love and Magik
of the New Earth”. As the Love and the Magik of the
Ancient Remembering is pouring into the energy of
the planet we are required to forgive the fear that the
Illusion has created that has made us doubt ourselves
and the power of our abilities as Masters. The changes
are opening doors to aspects of ourselves and our
world that have long been closed away. The attempt to
control power has caused us to forget so much that
was given to us in the beginning. This is a call to
embrace all that we are and begin the journey to living
whole once more.
The Intensive will be November 12-13 here at our
home. We invite you to join us in person. Call or
email Molly for more information.
CDs and mp3s will be available.
Click here for the November Intensive
Our June group will be on the 12th at 2:00PM. The
topic is “Living in the Magik of Your Own Inner
Space”. As the Time/Space continuum is changing
and the paradigms of the old order are passing, each
person on the planet is being moved to find and
connect with their own inner space. The Magik of the
Ancients is returning and there are adjustments that,
necessarily, would be made because as the Illusion
deepened Magik was banned. The fear of Magik is as
strong as the fear of personal power, yet if humanity is
going to make the next step that Revelation is bringing,
acceptance of both your own Magik and the power
that belongs to you must be integrated in Love.
CD’s can be purchased on the website at
Click Here for 2016 Groups
Our Teaching with the Master for June is “Calling All
Magikians”. Own who you are. Feel the sense of
empowerment that flows through you as you recognize
the truth that is emerging, as the mists of the past are
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breaking apart. We see you. We know who you are.
We honor you in Love. Your very Beingness is
precious. Feel it. FEEL IT. FEEL IT!! Feel you heart
opening like a flower to the love light. Feel a deeper
sense of yourself than you have known in life times.
Love your Magik.
The Teaching is on the second Wednesday evening of
each month at 7 pm MT. Call-ins would best call
about 5 min before 7 pm in order to get into the room
on time.
If you haven’t had the experience of the Teachings
that St. Germain is offering this year they really help us
to understand what is going on. It just might be worth
your while to check them out. The deep healing
power of the Master is there to experience again and
again as you listen to the awesome wisdom that he
brings. CDs are $15 for each set—Teachings or Q&A.
It is $25 to call in one time or $40 for both sessions
each month. Postage and handling are separate.
To order CD’s or DVD’s
Click Here for 2016 Teachings with the Master

ASTROLOGY
NEW MOON-June 4-5
This New Moon in Gemini links into one of the most
important alignments in 2016: a t-square between
Jupiter in Virgo, Saturn in Sagittarius and Neptune in
Pisces which remains within a 10 degree orb from
February 27 to July 21. This brings us to a new level
of unification and heart-centered consciousness.
A t-square involves three planets, two squares and one
opposition. Squares mark vital turning-points;
oppositions require the reconciliation of two polarized
areas. The “empty leg” of the t-square, the sign
opposite the apex planet that squares the opposition,
offers essential keys for solving the conflicts and
gaining the growth that is indicated in the t-square.
This New Moon falls on that resolution point,
generating a powerful grand cross and directing us to
look at life from the innocence of a child. Forgive the
adult mind that needs to right and allow an open and
curious outlook so that we can perceive things as they
really are, rather than through the filters of the EGO
mind filled with assumptions, old beliefs and past
experiences.

The apex planet Saturn calls us to own the authorship
of our own lives and cease giving our power away to
others. As we trust our inner truth we find that there is
a new sense of Divine directive that exits within us that
we have been led to mistrust in the Illusion. Our truth
center exits between the heart chakra and the splenic
chakra. Sagittarius, symbolized by the Archer aiming
toward the heavens, representing our quest of
purpose, the meaning of life and our role in the bigger
picture of life’s becoming. Saturn in Sagittarius
summons us to embody our ideals, live in integrity and
fulfill our destiny and divine truth.
Neptune, being the furthest distance from the Sun
provides a wider perspective of how to synthesize the
three different areas of life comprising the t-square. In
Pisces, Neptune deepens its transmission of
unconditional love—reminding us that all life is sacred
and inclusive. We are both finite and eternal, particle
and wave, in an endless sea of Soul essence. Neptune
shows us how to channel our energies into the
realization of our dreams with compassion and clarity.
The negative aspects of Neptune are addiction and
victimization. Neptune’s influence is amplified by its
approaching station retrograde on June 13. It will
remain within 1 degree of its station at 12 degrees 02
minutes for more than four months ( April 12 to
August 18), and also make its second square to Saturn
on June 17. (The first square was on November 26,
2015 at 7 degrees, and the third square will be on
September 10, 2016 at 10 degrees; they remain within
10 degrees of square until December 15.)
Jupiter was the ruler of Pisces before Neptune’s
discovery in 1846, and is still the ruler of Sagittarius,
underscoring many of the cosmic influences of Saturn
in Sagittarius and Neptune in Pisces—to shift from
dogma and judgment into optimism and joy. In Virgo,
Jupiter elevates us from old fears of not being worthy
or good enough toward recognizing the universe’s
abundance and its wish for us to make a life, not just a
living. This t-square is bringing a major new level of
healing from the old wounds of separation to a grand
new perspective of unlimited potential for everyone.
Other aspects connected to this New Moon, conspire
to show us that no matter what the question, Love is
always the answer. Venus closely conjuncts the Sun
and Moon, and is only 7 degrees of arc from an exact
square to Jupiter. The Sun and Venus remain within 2
degrees of each other until June 14, linking up
precisely with the Jupiter-Saturn-Neptune t-square
from June 1-4, then forming an exact Sun-Venus
conjunction on June 6 (16degrees35minutes), squaring
the transiting lunar nodal axis in Virgo-Pisces (exact on
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June 7), and squaring the March 8 solar eclipse degree
(19 degrees Pisces) on June 8-9. All of these aspects
activate the opening of our mind and heart/soul
centers to the truth of who we really are.
We are reminded that in the new energies we are
lifted to much higher levels of consciousness and
confidence. “It is not what life brings you that are
nearly as important as what you create with what life
brings you.” –St Germain.

FULL MOON-June 20
Once every two to three years two consecutive Full
Moons occur in the same zodiacal polarity. May’s Full
Moon occurred at 1 degree 13 minutes SagittariusGemini and June’s Full Moon will be at 29 degrees 32
minutes of Sagittarius-Gemini. The reiteration of two
Full Moons in the same sign is even more powerful
than a Blue Moon where there are two Full Moons in
the same month or four Full Moons in one season as
defined by the Gregorian calendar rather than sacred
geometry.
As the twelve signs in the zodiac define a universal
cycle of development so do the 30 degrees within the
sign. The early degrees relate to Aries and the
beginning of a new cycle and the latter degrees are
akin to Pisces and the finishing of lessons.
Gemini deals with our perceptions and Sagittarius with
concepts and convictions. The positive Gemini
remains open-minded, always aware that there is more
to learn; always recognizing that listening is just as
important as talking. The shadow side of Gemini has a
lot of information, but little wisdom to appreciate the
value of knowledge. Sagittarius, like the Archer, lifts
our sights to place of higher understanding about
personal purpose, tolerance and understanding. Those
who tend to keep their eyes turned down often miss
the rainbow and get caught in dogmatic displays, a lack
of tolerance and an exaggerated sense of entitlement.
This Full Moon in Sagittarius-Gemini makes us aware
of where we are being true to our own sense of value
and where we may still be seeking to accept our own
deepest truths.

presume that all that we hear is complete truth.
Jupiter, Sagittarius ruling planet, is closely joining the
North Node at 16 degrees Virgo and trines Pluto
exactly on June 26 at 16 degrees 29 minutes VirgoCapricorn which directs us to consider what is
important and clear out the thoughts and concepts that
no longer serve us. This requires discernment and
dedication.
This Full Moon is potent and aspects that emphasize
that are the Cancer solstice that occurs just twelve
hours after the Full Moon. Solstices are energetic
gateways for three days—before, during and after the
solstice. The solstice brings a reduction of the
magnetic field of the Earth, allowing a greater flux of
cosmic radiation to penetrate our atmosphere and our
psyche. On June 23 Uranus conjuncts Ceres at 23
degrees 58 minutes Aries, causing a new flow of
energy to support the divine feminine and to honor
Mother Earth. It also inspires a greater sense of the
desire for freedom and global unity. On June 24 the
Sun at 3 degrees Cancer squares the March 23 lunar
eclipse, impelling us to take the next big step on our
evolution. Chiron stations on June 27 at 25 degrees 15
minutes Pisces and moves retrograde until December
1, when it turns direct at 20 degrees 40 minutes Pisces,
showing us the deeper connection of acceptance,
forgiveness and compassion for self and others. On
June 29, Mars station direct at 23 degrees Scorpio.
We are now ready to respond to what we have learned
since its station on April 17 at 9 degrees Scorpio.
We are being moved month by month, New moon
and Full Moon to greater awareness of who we are and
where we are going energetically, spiritually and
cosmically. As we are lifted into higher realms of
consciousness we find a bigger picture and a more
clearly defined vision of where our desires, dreams
and passions are guiding us. As the shadows of what
“was” are passing the Truth is being revealed to us bit
by bit. The logical mind wants it all now, but spirit is
wise and never gives us more than we can bear. We
can no longer go out ahead of ourselves and gain any
valid understanding. NOW is the only safe place there
is, in Love.
Molly is a professional astrologer and does personal
charts, solar returns and couples or relationship charts.
Contact her at 307 335-8113 or
mollyrowland22@gmail.com

Mercury, Gemini’s ruling planet, has moved in to fill
the empty leg of the t-square of Jupiter in Virgo,
Saturn in Sagittarius and Neptune in Pisces
admonishing us to be continually aware of our
thoughts and to question our assumptions rather than
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Trees filled with bird nests at the local park. We are
not sure what kind of birds, but large ones for sure.

QUOTES FOR THE MONTH from St. Germain
Worth is a value not an amount. You can neither
increase nor decrease you worth; it is consistent.
Forgive attempting to prove that you are worthy and
begin to live your own personal value in the world.
You do not require someone else’s judgment that you
are what you are—worthy.
You feel pain for the wounds of others, but you will
not allow compassion for yourself. It is time to feel,
to feel the Love that can heal and the peace that
resides within you. Find the joy of remembering and
celebrate that no one has to continue in the old
patterns. Let go of trying to stop what you don’t like
and focus on allowing what you desire to unfold in
Love.—St. Germain
The mysteries are being revealed. What was
considered available to only a few is now there for
all. The beautiful thing is that the mysteries were
never difficult, but occult. The word occult simply
means hidden and now all may see. The separation
occulted the Love and Magik. The Revelation brings
it all to the light for everyone.—St. Germain
Knowledge is what is known. Wisdom is what is
understood. Knowledge without Wisdom is like
bread without wine. The communion of life is
incomplete. It is time for all to commune,
communicate and unite in new understanding. —St.
Germain

ST. GERMAIN’S MESSAGE

Beloved Masters, the world is openig up into a vast
vortex of opportunities. We the Masters, who have
experienced Ascension and seek to help you
remember who you are, are helping you to integrate
the new information and recognize the power that has
always been yours.
The planetary aspects are throwing open the
excellence and wonder that exist within your reach.
The Kingdom of Heaven is within. It never has been
“out there somewhere”. The heavenly aspects are
drawing humanity into a grand sense of Oneness,
acceptance and unification that has been blocked by
the EGO mind for thousands of years. You have
come to believe that you are small and it is much safer
if you do not know just who you truly are. The
smallness has been confining, but you have believed
that the a false sense of security was worth the sacrifice
of freedom and false the security has been. Now much
of the world is turning to drugs of all types to keep the
Illusion in place as the last vestages of “false darkness”
are passing away. The “false darkness” holds the fears
of the unknown in place and causes humanity to avoid
the amazing future that is waiting of all who will allow
it.
Masters, this is not gifts from a fickle god who only
loves a tiny part of creation. The Revelation is drawing
back the cosmic curtain and what is being revealed is
more than the mind of man can take in. Most
important is your divine capability to bring the good,
that you have thought belonged only to others, to
yourself. You hold an innate ability to manifest what
you desire, not through craft or guile, cruelity or ill
gotten gains, but through trusting that each and every
person on this ball deserves the very best and unlike
the Illusion, God’s design is for all to achieve
wonderous outcomes. As you become so delighted at
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your own ability to create and manifest good there will
be less and less requiement for anyone to fall into the
snares of theft, lying, cheating or any of the tools of
deception in order to get what you think you do not
have. Many have believed that manipulation is the
“easy way” to obtain what would otherwise requires
hard work. When you remember the Magik that is
completely natural to you, you begin to realize how
futile hard work has always been and what a distraction
from the Mastery that is yours by divine right—your
Divine Inheritance.
It is not and never has been that any person would sit
idly by and do nothing because the very nature of
creation is to further creation. It is not for a few to
expect the many to be their servants. Service is a gift
to be shared, not an obligation to be demanded. Nor
is ceativity enforced labor. Creation is inspired by the
divine spark within called LOVE. The Illusion has
taken so much of the inspiration of Love away from
humanity that many people have simply lost the
passion for using their gifts and talents well, whidh is
a sacred art.eternity The idea of “sitting on a cloud,
playing a harp” throughout creation seems boring

because that is not the nature of humanity.
As you reconnect to the higher consciousness you will
pass through levels of the Illusion that are passing
away. You may actually see shadow beings that have
been imprisoned in the false darkness. These are
Souls that have been so repressed, depressed,
restricked that their light has dimmed. As they are
being released from the separation they are required
to heal and regain the energy that belongs to them.
They are not evil, they are confused and often stuck in
beliefs of old paradigms—such as Love and Magik
have been repressed and teachings have been made
that Love is a weakness and Magik is evil--pure
darkness. None of these concepts have ever been true,
but they have proved most effective to prevent
exploration into the spiritual realms beyond a certain
point. The fact that punishment for looking beyond
the limits has been quite common throughout time has
discouraged much of humanity from seeking too far or
too deeply.
It is time to remember, to feel into your thoughts,
think/feel rather than just think. Connect with the
essence of God within you and forgive believing that
you must ask permission to be yourself. When we talk
about being yourself, we are not talking about
mindless reaction to what is going on out in the world
or within you. The EGO is reeking havoc on the earth
by causing a feeling that what ever anyone wants to do

they should just do it . Spirit suggests that you consider
the outcomes of your actions before you take them,
rather than act in haste and repent in liesure. YOU
ARE IMPORTANT! YOUR ACTIONS ARE
IMPORTANT! THERE IS NOTHING THAT
YOU DO THAT IS INSIGNIFICANT!! THE
TIME OF INVISIBILITY IS PAST!
REVELATION IS EXPOSING ALL FALSE AND
INAPPROPRIATE SPEECH, ACTIVITIES AND
THOUGHTS!!
The time of “bread and circuses” is passing. There is
so much more to life than escapism. Where will you
go? Everywhere is here and all time is now! Life is not
an empty shell filled with pain and sorrow. YOU ARE
DIVINE CREATIVE MASTERS! WHY WOULD
YOU DEVOTE YOUR PRECIOUS ABILITIES
TO CREATING LACK, LOSS AND SUFFERING
WHEN THE WHOLE UNIVESRE IS WAITING
FOR YOU TO RECOGNIZE YOUR WORTH
AND PURPOSE? LIVING WELL IS A SACRED
ART! YOU ARE ONLY BEGINNING TO
REMEMBER HOW TO LIVE AT ALL. YOU
HAVE SACRIFICED YOUR ESSENCE AND
CONNECTION TO GOD TO PLAY IN THE
ILLUSIONS. THE HOMECOMING ISN’T
LEAVING YOURSELF AGAIN TO GO
SOMEWHERE ELSE. IT IS FINDING AND
BEING WITH YOU.
When you fight you deny what you are attempting to
achieve. The world has been indoctrinated to believe
that the only way that you can get what you want is to
fight for it which means that you just keep pushing
what you are looking for away from you again and
again. Allowing what you desire to come to you
doesn’t take too much time. It simply requires shifting
your focus to accepting your goals rather than living in
the disbelief that you can actually receive what you
desire. Remember that what you send out is what

returns to you.
The Illusion has caused people to believe that they
can use ill will and achieve a positive outcome. The
desire to do harm to any will bring harm to the one
who put forth the desire first and the return will be
magnified. THIS IS NOT A JUDGEMENT OR A
PUNISHMENT, IT IS DIVINE LAW THAT
APPLIES TO ALL.

The ONLY PRICE ON GOOD IS THE
REQUIREMENT THAT YOU ASK FOR EQUAL
GOOD FOR EVERYONE!
As we have said, the Illusion is passing, the shadows
are being released as well as the Love and the Magik.
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Some people can see the shadows and they believe
that the shadows are evil. As you raise your frequency
you begin to realize that what appreared to be shadows
in lower vibrations looks bright and beautiful as you
allow yourself to see clearly rather through the filters
of separation.
The shifts of consciousness from the old order to the
new becoming are creating apparent imbalances that
are necessary to establish the new paradigms and bring
new awareness. The fear of the darkness passes as the
False darkness of separation breaks apart. You see
with new eyes and you see beyond the limits that you
were told are real. As you see really the inner darkness
is illuminated and you see what has been hidden for so
long. Life was never intended to be a marathon of pain
and lack. Humanity has come to believe that what
happens is put upon them from the outside.
Recognizing that the inner thoughts and emotions
contribute to the outcomes of events for each
individual becomes a new point of undestanding, why
does life happen so differently for each person. How
do you see your life? How would you desire it to be
different? It isn’t going to change by spending time
resenting the lives of others. It will change when you
are willing to begin to hold a new vision for how you
live. Affirmations affirm—positive or negative they
strengthen the results of what is empowered. Tell the
world that life is bad, rehearse the saddness and woe
of your life and you are affirming the negative aspects.
Make conscious effort to begin to speak positively
about your life and be amazed at how everything
begins to change. It, more than likely, will not
dramatically shift in a moment, but given tie positive
affirmations begin to turn your life around. What you
focus on is what you bring about—positive or negative.
It is up to you to change the direction of your life.
Make the effort and find that help and support flow
toward positive energy. Like attracts like, no matter
what. If you TRY to be positive more than likely
nothing will change. As you seek to be positive you
begin to recreate your own prayer field and inspiration
beings to show up in your life. You make the effort to
raise yourself up and there will be many hands and
hearts to help. Anger, fear and reactive emotions
simply push help away energetically. Gratitude and
appreciation attract assistance. Then you are required
to accept help. “Ask and you shall receive”, but are
you willing to embrace the help when it comes or do
you move into control mode and judge that no one
else can do anything as well as you can, so that you fall
back into the belief that you have to do everything
ALL BY YOURSELF.

It is our most sincere desire to be of assistance to all.
However, we are guided by divine law and we cannot
break that law without bring karmic balance into play.
We, the Masters, are supporting you the Masters to
remember who you are in Love. We are with you
always. In Love. I remain your most humble servant. I
AM the Lord St. Germain. Adieu!

ADS
In a world where there is often little laughter or when
it is there it can be derisive, Cynthia leads us to joyful,
heartfelt, soul-fulfilling laughter that touches places
within us that set us free.
Relaxing ~ Centering ~ Smooth Energy
Allowing Transformational Magik

www.cynthiainfieldsoflaughter.com

Jessica Robinson is a massage therapist with training in
Swedish, Deep Tissue, Reflexology, Aroma-therapy
with doTERRA oils and Thai “Yoga” Massage.
Jessica’s business is Sacred Space Yoga and Massage
307 349-4986, www.mysoterra.com/sacredspace
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Linda Lube is an amazing artist who creates textile
painting, as in the Gratitude painting above. She has
wonderful paintings and she paints shoes. I have a very
fun pair of shoes that she painted for my Hawaii trip.
Hand painted shoes, boots, purses, scarves and shawls
Fabric message scrolls (wall hangings) cotton or silk
Email Linda and she can email examples

Linda Thomas is the Woman of Crystals. Eternal Ice
is her treasure trove of crystals and jewelry. Linda has
so many beautiful stones that when you see them you
will want them all.
You can contact her at:

You can reach her at www.lindalube.com,
lindalube@gmail.com or 828 777-8540.

HIGH VOLTAGE NATURE

(307) 754-4396
www.eternal-ice.com
eternalice@bresnan.net

Karen Singer photographs beautiful nature photos and
creates digital transformations as Prints, Posters, TShirts, Calendars and Greeting Cards that assists and
inspires to powerfully re-connect with our own nature
and the beautiful Earth we are so blessed to live on.

Karen also creates custom, one of a kind wire
wrapped jewelry that weaves and amplifies energies of
Light and Love, your own personal Angels and
Masters (if desired & with permission) into each piece
or similarly with individual crystals.
Email: highvoltagenature@gmail.com
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in chiropractic medicine. She can assist in physical,
emotional and spiritual healing through the music
table, color box, nutritional counseling and many
other offerings. Wholistic Options, 214 Main in
Lander is open by appointment.
Call 307 332-9882 for appointments and information.
Delphinia Bey is returning to Lander. You can reach
her for massage appointments at 307 349-2120.

Nancy Wadda is an acupuncturist with over three
years of training. She is trained in the FIVE
SEASONS technique and has an amazing intuition in
her work. She is located in the Rainbow Center, 177
N. 4th St. in Lander. You can reach her for
appointments at 307 438-6203.

“The Pot Of Gold” is a monthly publication
created by Molly Rowland. Graphics by Dorian
Zumwalt. If you would like to advertise in “The
Pot of Gold” ads are $10 per month for up to six
lines and $2 per line after that. Contact us:
mollyrowland22@gmail or 307-335-8113.
OF POETRY AND PROSE by Nanna Hansen
This is a special and very personal website that shares
the dreams and visions of Nanna L. Hansen from
past, present and future. Nanna’s Visions come from
many timelines. The writing is often in old style and
yet it addresses modern subject matter.
Her website: http://www.ofpoetryandprose.ca

Maia Rose does sacral cranial work and massage, as
well as other therapies. She is located in the Rainbow
Center, 177 N. 4th St. in Lander. For appointments
call 307 345-3262.

Annalaiya is an iridologist and flower essence
practitioner and natural healer, who has a background
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